Choroideremia (CHM) is an X-linked inherited degenerative disease estimated to affect 1:50,000 persons and is caused by a mutation in the *CHM* (*REP1*) gene on chromosome Xq21.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b01] Patients suffer progressive loss of night vision, peripheral visual field loss, and eventual central vision loss. Although the pathogenic mechanism underlying degeneration in CHM is not clearly understood, it may be due to reduced function of proteins that have a role in organelle formation and vesicle trafficking.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b02]

CHM leads to degeneration of the choriocapillaris (CC), retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and photoreceptors, but the temporal relationship in which different cell types are affected remains unclear. Studies of induced pluripotent stem cells derived from CHM patients and differentiated into RPE cells demonstrate abnormal trafficking of melanosome granules to the apical surface and abnormal phagocytosis, which may cause photoreceptor degeneration.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b03] However, RPE cells studied in isolation may not accurately reflect cellular function in vivo.

The lack of animal models of CHM makes clinical characterization of CHM patients especially valuable, and advances in technology to measure structure and function of photoreceptors, RPE, and CC in human eyes is making this increasingly possible.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b01],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b04],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b05] The following sections outline some of the current methods used to assess structure and function in CHM and summarize the main findings from previously published results.

Photoreceptor Imaging {#s1a}
=====================

B-scans from conventional spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) or swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) can be used to measure the average length of photoreceptor inner segments (IS) and outer segments (OS).[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b06][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b07][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b08][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b09][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b10][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b11]--[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b12] Adaptive optics (AO) is a set of optical techniques that can measure and correct aberrations that cause blur of retinal images.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b13] It can be integrated into any type of ophthalmic optical imaging modality (OCT),[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b14] scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO),[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b15] or fundus camera[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b13] to increase resolution to a level where individual cells can be resolved. AO systems enable the measurement of photoreceptor spacing and/or density in living humans.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b16] AOSLO can be used in confocal mode to visualize the photoreceptor mosaic by direct backscatter from waveguiding photoreceptors. More recently, phase contrast techniques have been implemented into AOSLO to reveal multiple scattering and index of refraction changes.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b17],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b18] Specifically, split-detector AOSLO systems have proven to be effective at revealing cone ISs in human retinal images outside of the fovea and revealing borders of lesions in CHM.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b19],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b20] Finally, photoreceptor function can be tested at targeted locations using fundus-guided microperimetry.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b20][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b21]--[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b22]

RPE Imaging {#s1b}
===========

OCT is effective at visualizing the RPE monolayer.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b24] The RPE signal in OCT is presumed to originate from backscattered light from RPE melanin.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b25] En face visualizations of the RPE can be made by SS-OCT images that use 1050 nm light to provide deeper penetration for improved visualization of the RPE and CC[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b26][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b27]--[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b28] and to offer higher contrast measurements of RPE coverage. Another way to visualize the RPE is through fundus autofluorescence, which has been used to measure regions of intact RPE in patients with CHM.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b29] Short wavelength autofluorescence (SW-AF) signals from bisretinoid constituents are naturally exhibited by photoreceptor OS and RPE cells when excited by an external light source.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b30] When lipofuscin formation is increased due to disease, excess lipofuscin accumulates in RPE cells, which appear as hyperfluorescent areas in AF images.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b31] The most effective modality for SW-AF autofluorescent imaging is the SLO, which uses confocal optical sectioning to reduce noise from structures other than the RPE that may contain fluorophores.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b32] Near-infrared autofluorescence (NIR-AF), also commonly imaged with an SLO, uses a 787 nm laser diode for excitation. In this modality, the fluorescence most likely originates from RPE melanin pigment.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b29],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b33] NIR-AF imaging is more comfortable for patients and may pose less risk of RPE damage than SW-AF.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b34],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b35] NIR-reflectance (NIR-REF) imaging has been shown to be strongly correlated with NIR-AF imaging and uses wavelengths similar to the light used to acquire infrared fundus images during OCT scans, which suggests that the sources of signals from OCT images may be similar to the sources of NIR-REF and NIR-AF images.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b33],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b36] The RPE imaging methods described above measure either fluorophores or melanin coverage and use that as a surrogate for RPE coverage. In conditions like CHM, modality-dependent differences in the locations of the borders of preserved RPE have been reported,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b36] and this has profound implications for studies of disease progression and etiology.

CC Imaging {#s1c}
==========

OCT angiography (OCTA) is an emerging imaging modality that can reveal perfused vessels by virtue of the movement of blood cells.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b37],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b38] In the best cases, OCTA can visualize the entire network of retinal vessels and capillaries and is moving toward achieving the same resolution in the CC and choroidal vasculature. Although the ability to measure flow remains limited, OCTA techniques can be used to measure vascular coverage. In the CC, the coverage of the CC is quantified as the percent of flow voids,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b28] or percentage of area that is not perfused by the CC network. An increase in flow void may indicate reduced perfusion or loss of CC.

Main Findings in CHM {#s1d}
====================

Multimodal approaches using two or more of the aforementioned techniques have proven to be very effective in analyzing structure and function of the photoreceptors, RPE, and CC, which are the key structures affected in CHM.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b04],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b19] However, the primary source of degeneration remains unclear and results are conflicting. Some conflicts arise from discrepancies in the way the area of preserved RPE and/or vision is measured. Recent publications have reported differences in NIR-AF with SW-AF images in other inherited retinal degenerations, including Stargardt disease and CHM patients.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b36],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b39] NIR-AF images demonstrate larger areas of RPE atrophy and correlate more closely with the ellipsoid zone (EZ) extent than SW-AF images in Stargardt disease patients.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b39] Another study showed that cones (as identified by the visualization of the EZ band in OCT images) persisted beyond the preserved region of RPE as quantified through SW-AF.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b40] Structural studies using various combinations of SD-OCT, confocal and nonconfocal split-detector AOSLO, OCT angiography (OCTA) imaging, and SW-AF[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b19],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b41][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b42]--[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b43] suggest that RPE cells are the primary site of degeneration and that the CC does not degenerate independently of RPE loss.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b43] Functional studies using OCT and psychophysical tests have demonstrated loss of photoreceptor function first, perhaps independently or in conjunction with RPE depigmentation.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b01],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b44],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b45]

To date, few reports have compared retinal function with structure using high-resolution retinal imaging approaches in CHM patients.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b20] To clarify the relationship between outer retinal structure and function and extend prior studies,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b19],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b20] we compared multimodal high-resolution studies of photoreceptor, RPE, and CC structure with photoreceptor function in patients with CHM.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study Design {#s2a}
------------

Research procedures followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Voluntary informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review boards of the University of California, San Francisco and the University of California, Berkeley.

Subjects {#s2b}
--------

Twelve eyes of six CHM patients (average age, 37 ± 19.2 years) and six eyes of four healthy subjects with normal eye examinations (average age, 33 ± 11.6 years) were studied. There was no significant difference in ages of patients and normal subjects (*t*-test, *P* = 0.35; [Table](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-t01){ref-type="table"}). The patients and subjects were from unrelated families, except for patients 30025 and 10040, who were father and daughter,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b05] respectively. Patient 30025 was excluded from the cone spacing analyses due to poor image quality and retinal sensitivity analyses because the patient could not see the fixation target to perform microperimetry reliably. Five patients were male, and one (patient 10040) was a symptomatic carrier female with 100% X-inactivation, described previously.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b05] Normal control subjects had no evidence of retinal degeneration on complete eye examination or fundus images and did not undergo genetic testing. Patients were excluded from the study if they had conditions that would affect imaging including nystagmus, cataract, and macular edema. Genetic testing was performed on patients through the Carver Nonprofit Genetic Testing Laboratory on a fee-for-service basis (40135), the eyeGENE research consortium[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b46][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b47][@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b48]--[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b49] (10040, 30025, 40028, 40166) or using a next-generation sequencing panel through the My Retina Tracker registry genetic testing study (NCT 02435940; retinal dystrophy panel of 181 genes, Blueprint Genetics, Seattle, WA, USA; 40147).

###### 

Clinical Characteristics

  **ID**    **Sex**  **Age**              **Diagnosis/Mutation**                           **Eye**    **BCVA**   **Refractive Error**
  -------- --------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------------ --------- ---------- ----------------------
  10040        F     36                   *CHM* c.49+1G\>A, splice site mutation, exon 1   OD          20/25            −2.00
  OS         20/25   −2.95                                                                                      
  30025        M     75                   *CHM* c.49+1G\>A, splice site mutation, exon 1   OD          20/80      −1.50 + 0.25 × 180
  OS         20/80   −2.00 + 0.25 × 180                                                                         
  40028        M     22                   *CHM* c.316 C\>T, p.Gln106Stop                   OD          20/25      −2.25 + 1.75 × 180
  OS         20/25   −1.25 + 1.50 × 170                                                                         
  40135        M     45                   *CHM* IVS2+1G\>A, aberrant mRNA splicing         OD          20/30            −3.25
  OS         20/30   −3.25                                                                                      
  40147        M     26                   *CHM* c.1770+2T\>A, splice donor variant         OD          20/25      −1.00 + .025 × 005
  OS         20/20   −1.50 + 025 × 160                                                                          
  40166        M     18                   *CHM* c.715 C\>T, p.Arg239Stop                   OD          20/32      −6.00 + 4.00 × 095
  OS         20/32   −6.00 + 4.00 × 080                                                                         
  10003        M     52                   Normal                                           OS          20/16       0.00 + 050 × 180
  40104        M     26                   Normal                                           OD          20/16            plano
  OS         20/16   plano                                                                                      
  40154        F     22                   Normal                                           OD          20/16            +2.50
  OS         20/20   +1.50 + 0.05 × 152                                                                         
  40179        F     31                   Normal                                           OD          20/20      +0.25 + 1.00 × 20

CHM, choroideremia; F, female; M, male; BCVA, best corrected visual acuity; OD, right eye; OS, left eye.

Fundus-Guided Microperimetry {#s2c}
----------------------------

Fundus-guided microperimetry using Macular Integrity Assessment software (MAIA, Centervue, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) was used in this study to analyze macular sensitivity of patients with CHM. This instrument uses SLO with real-time fundus tracking at a rate of 25 frames/second using fundus landmarks as a reference for perimetry. The MAIA tracks the retina using near infrared (850 nm) SLO movies with 1024 × 1024 pixel sampling resolution over a 36° × 36° field of view. Goldmann III (26 arcmin, 0.43°) stimuli were presented at targeted locations for 200 ms on a 1.27 cd/m^2^ background with a dynamic range of 36 dB.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b50],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b51] A standard 4-2 strategy with a custom grid pattern extending every 1° from the central fixation out to 10° in the four cardinal directions was used. In addition, the grid pattern covered every 1° within the central 6°.

Confocal and Split-Detector AOSLO {#s2d}
---------------------------------

We used a simultaneous confocal and nonconfocal split-detector imaging AOSLO system. Confocal imaging is an in vivo, noninvasive technique that records light emerging from the cone waveguide, comprised of scattered light from the IS/OS junction and the posterior tip of the OS.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b52] Nonconfocal split-detector AOSLO[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b18] uses a reflective mask with an annulus in the image plane in place of a regular pinhole typically used for confocal detection. This method allows the confocal signal to be reflected into one detector, and then directs the multiply scattered, nonconfocal light from opposing sides of the annular aperture into two separate detectors. The split-detector signal is calculated as the difference between the two nonconfocal detectors divided by their sum.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b18] Nonconfocal split-detector AOSLO is a type of phase-contrast imaging and can be especially useful in distinguishing areas where cone IS remain but OS are not waveguiding.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b18] The AOSLO system used a mirror-based optical design,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b53] and a deformable mirror with a continuous membrane surface and shaped with 97 actuators (DM97, ALPAO, Montbonnot-Saint-Martin, France). The system used 840 nm light for imaging and 940 nm light for wavefront sensing, and both sources were drawn from the same broadband supercontinuum source (SuperK EXTREME, NKT Photonics, Birkerod, Denmark) using a custom-built fiber coupler. 512 × 512 pixel videos were recorded over a 1.2° × 1.2° square field.

Cone Spacing {#s2e}
------------

Montages of AOSLO images were created as described previously[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b16] and with automontaging software.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b54] To identify the preferred retinal locus (PRL), a 10-second video was recorded as the patient observed a small circular fixation target delivered through modulation of the AOSLO scanning raster, whose location was recorded in the AOSLO video.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b55] The PRL was used to define the foveal center for measures of eccentricity. Cone spacing measures were quantified using a density recovery profile method[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b56] as described previously.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b16] This method was chosen to estimate cone spacing, since it allows for reliable estimates of cone spacing in mosaics where not all cones are clearly visible, and where cones are not closely packed into a hexagonal array. While other measures of cone spacing exist (like nearest neighbor distance or row-to-row spacing),[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b57] we chose to use cone spacing as a conservative measure of cone preservation, albeit perhaps a less sensitive measure of cone loss. Cone spacing was measured by two independent graders within a standardized 0.1°^2^ (42 × 42 pixel) box as described previously.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b58] Cone spacing measures were made in regions with the clearest cone images that were as close as possible to the retinal locations where functional measures were acquired using the MAIA microperimetry, which were manually superimposed on AOSLO images. Average intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) value for patients and normal subjects between the two graders was 0.91. Because cone spacing varies predictably with eccentricity from the fovea,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b59],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b60] Z-scores, or the number of standard deviations from the normal mean at the eccentricity where the cone spacing was measured, were used to describe cone spacing and control for the effect of eccentricity on cone spacing measures.

Fundus Autofluorescence (FAF) {#s2f}
-----------------------------

SW-AF images were acquired using in vivo confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO; Spectralis HRA+OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Vista, CA, USA) with 488 nm excitation and a 500 nm barrier filter to block reflected light and permit autofluorescent light from the fundus to pass through.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b31] Hyperfluorescent areas representing presumed areas of preserved RPE cells on SW-AF images were manually outlined using Photoshop CC (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA). Hereafter, the border of presumed regions of preserved RPE based on SW-AF images will be referred as the SW-AF border.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b27],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b28]

SS-OCT and SS-OCTA {#s2g}
------------------

A SS-OCT (PLEX Elite 9000, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA)[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b61],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b62] was used to visualize and semiautomatically identify presumed borders of preserved RPE. The SS-OCT has a swept source tunable laser centered between 1040 and 1060 nm, which records 100,000 A-scans/second with an optical axial resolution of 6.3 μm.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b61],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b62] The borders were visualized using en face slabs that extended from just below the outer plexiform layer (outer retina) to 8 μm beneath Bruch\'s membrane.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b27] Hereafter, the border of presumed regions of preserved RPE based on SS-OCT images will be referred as the SS-OCT border.

[Figure 1](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f01){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders, which highlights differences in the borders of presumed preserved RPE depending on the method used.

![Borders of presumed area of preserved RPE based on SW-AF and SS-OCT in the right eye of patient 40028. (A) SW-AF image showing the SW-AF border manually outlined in white; (B) SS-OCT en face image of outer retina-RPE-CC slab extending from just below the outer plexiform layer to 8 μm beneath Bruch\'s membrane showing the SS-OCT border outlined in blue; (C) Borders from (A) and (B) superimposed; the yellow horizontal line shows the area from which the B-scan shown in (D) is taken, white vertical lines are projections of the SW-AF border while vertical blue lines are projections of the SS-OCT border; (D) B-scan that corresponds to en face image in (C). Scale bar: 1 mm (as estimated by PLEX Elite 9000, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.).](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f01){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f01}

SS-OCTA was used to visualize the CC in vivo from an en face slab extending from just below Bruch\'s membrane to 20 μm beneath Bruch\'s membrane.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b27] CC perfusion was quantified as flow voids (FV), defined as a percentage of the imaged region representing CC flow with a reduction of pixel intensity of at least 1 SD below the mean CC flow. Mean CC flow was based on a normative database of 20 normal subjects aged 20 to 39 years.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b27]

In [Figures 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}B, the black and blue contours represent the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders, respectively and the white contours indicate regions at 1° and 2° inside and outside the borders. In the innermost region R1 (delimited by the white contour 2° inside the border) the flow void pixels are colored green; in the outermost region R6 (outside the outer white contour), the flow void pixels are colored black. In the other regions R2-R5 delimited by the white contours and black border, the flow void pixels are colored in blue, yellow, red, and purple, respectively.

![Multimodal images of structure and function from the right eye of patient 40028 show cones beyond the border of presumed RPE as defined by SW-AF border. (A) SS-OCTA CC slab with %FV shown in regions R1-R6 with SW-AF border outlined in black; (B) SS-OCTA CC slab with % FV shown in regions R1-R6 with SS-OCT border outlined in blue; (C) fundus-guided microperimetry retinal sensitivity image with SW-AF border in black and SS-OCT border in blue; the color coded bar shows the dynamic range, white box represents area in (D) and (E); (D) Confocal AOSLO image shows cone OSs with blue SS-OCT and black SW-AF borders superimposed; (E) Split detector AOSLO image shows cone ISs, same lines superimposed as in (D). For (D) and (E), red boxes indicate select regions of interest (ROIs) where cone spacing is measured. Scale bar: For (A--C): 1 mm (as estimated by PLEX Elite 9000, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.).](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02}

Statistical Methods {#s2h}
-------------------

Descriptive statistics were calculated with means and SDs. Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated, with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) derived from bootstrap resampling at the patient level.

Results {#s3}
=======

Histologic studies have demonstrated a strong relationship between eccentricity from the fovea and cone spacing.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b59],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b60] In the present study, cone spacing was significantly correlated with eccentricity for patients (ρ = 0.89; 95% CI, 0.79 to 0.95) and normal subjects (ρ = 0.97; 95% CI, 0.95 to 0.99; [Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f03){ref-type="fig"}A). To evaluate the relationship between cone spacing and visual function at the same locations where cones were measured, we compared cone spacing with retinal sensitivity and found a significant, negative correlation for patients (ρ = −0.29; 95% CI, −0.40 to −0.07) and normal subjects (ρ = −0.15; 95% CI, −0.44 to −0.009; [Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f03){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Relationship between cone spacing, eccentricity and retinal sensitivity. (A) Cone spacing increased with eccentricity relative to the fovea in patients and normal subjects. The small gray filled circles represent a normative dataset composed of 27 healthy controls.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b63] The dotted curved lines represent the 95% CI of this normative dataset; the solid black line represents the mean. Normal subjects from the current study are shown as black crosses; patients as orange circles. (B) Cone spacing was negatively correlated with retinal sensitivity. Normal subjects are shown as black crosses, patients are circles. Measures that are more than −2° (R1 on [Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}B) within the SS-OCT border are indicated by green circles; measures from −2° to −1° within the border are indicated by blue circles; measures from −1° to 0° within the border are indicated by orange circles.](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f03){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f03}

We hypothesized that reduced CC perfusion was correlated with outer retinal atrophy. In this study, mean CC flow void was significantly increased in regions approaching and extending beyond the borders of preserved RPE, by either SS-OCT or SW-AF borders (SS-OCT: ρ = 0.87; 95% CI, 0.84 to 0.89; SW-AF: ρ = 0.85; 95% CI, 0.80 to 0.89; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}A). Cone spacing expressed as Z-scores was not correlated with distance from the SW-AF or SS-OCT borders (SS-OCT: ρ = −0.06; 95% CI, −0.51 to 0.17; SW-AF: ρ = −0.04; 95% CI, −0.38 to 0.17; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}B). There were regions with visible cone IS and OS where cone spacing was measurable that were outside the SW-AF border ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}B, blue box at +1°, and [Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}D, [2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}E), but no cones were ever evident beyond the SS-OCT border. Retinal sensitivity was measurable, but reduced, 1° to 2° beyond the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}C). Retinal sensitivity and distance to the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders was significantly, negatively correlated for patients (SW-AF: ρ = −0.89; 95% CI, −0.91 to −0.87; SS-OCT: ρ = −0.91; 95% CI, −0.94 to −0.86; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}C). Retinal sensitivity was significantly, negatively correlated with percent CC flow void in eyes when either the SW-AF or SS-OCT borders were used to indicate RPE structure in patients (SW-AF: ρ = −0.79; 95% CI, −0.92 to −0.71; SS-OCT: ρ = −0.81; 95% CI, −0.91 to −0.76; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}D) but not in normal subjects (ρ = 0.37; 95% CI, −0.86 to 1.00).

![Relationships between flow void, cone spacing, and retinal sensitivity between each other and relative to the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders. Mean CC FV percentages (A), cone spacing Z-score (B), and mean retinal sensitivity values (C) versus distance from the SS-OCT border (red boxes) and the SW-AF border (blue boxes). The vertical solid black line demarcates the border measured by SW-AF and SS-OCT slab. Horizontal dashed blue lines indicate normal mean % FV (A) and retinal sensitivity (C). Box plots indicate the middle 50% of the data, which is the middle two quartiles of the distribution, the remaining 50% is represented by whiskers displaying all points within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The gray band shows the area within which cone spacing measures are normal (B). (D) Retinal sensitivity versus %FV; (E) Cone spacing expressed as Z-score versus %FV; (F) Cone spacing expressed as Z-score versus retinal sensitivity. Normal subjects are shown as black crosses, patients as circles. Measures within −2° of the border are indicated by green circles; measures from −2° to −1° inside the border are indicated by blue circles; measures from −1° to 0° inside to the border are indicated by orange circles; measures from 0° to +1° are indicated by red circles; measures from +1° to +2° are indicated by purple circles; measures from +2° to +3° are indicated by black circles.](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04}

To examine the relationship between CC perfusion and cone function, we compared CC flow voids with cone spacing expressed as Z-scores and retinal sensitivity at the region cone spacing was measured. Cone spacing was significantly, negatively correlated with percent CC flow voids for patients (ρ = −0.29; 95% CI, −0.60 to −0.11; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}E) but not normal subjects (ρ = −0.19; 95% CI, −0.50 to 3.5). Cone spacing expressed as Z-score was negatively correlated with retinal sensitivity for patients (ρ = −0.35; 95% CI, −0.54 to −0.18; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}F) and normal subjects (ρ = −0.29; 95% CI, −0.41 to −0.27).

Comparisons of Structure and Function With OCT Photoreceptor Measurements {#s3a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Outer Segments {#s3a1}

We were interested to know if the cone OS length was affected by reduced blood flow through choriocapillaris, but no correlation was found between OS thickness and percent CC flow void in patients (ρ = −0.15; 95% CI, −0.42 to 0.22) or normal subjects (ρ = 0.52; 95% CI, −0.69 to 0.82; [Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}A). OS thickness has been shown in prior work to correlate with retinal sensitivity in normal subjects and patients with retinitis pigmentosa[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b64]; in the present study, OS thickness was not significantly correlated with retinal sensitivity in CHM patients (ρ = 0.22; 95% CI, −0.13 to 0.48) or normal subjects (ρ = 0.17; 95% CI, −0.02 to 0.37; [Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}B). OS thickness also was not correlated with cone spacing expressed as Z-scores in CHM patients (ρ = 0.12; 95% CI, −0.45 to 0.28; [Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}C), but did show a significant, negative correlation for normal subjects (ρ = −0.39; 95% CI, −0.83 to −0.27).

![Relationship between OS thickness, %FV, retinal sensitivity, and cone spacing. OS thickness and (A) % CC FV; (B) retinal sensitivity; (C) cone spacing Z-score. Normal subjects are shown as black crosses, patients as circles. All graphs show measures using the SS-OCT-derived outer retina-retinal pigment epithelial-CC slab border. Measures within −2° of the border are indicated by green circles; measures from −2° to −1° inside the border are indicated by blue circles; and measures from −1° inside to the border are indicated by orange circles. The gray band shows the Z-score range within which cone spacing measures are normal.](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05}

### Inner Segments {#s3a2}

We found no significant correlation between IS thickness and % CC FV for patients (ρ = −0.08; 95% CI, −0.22 to 0.15) or normal subjects (ρ = 0.05; 95% CI, −0.31 to 0.19; [Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){ref-type="fig"}A). No correlation was seen for IS thickness versus retinal sensitivity in patients (ρ = 0.08; 95% CI, −0.16 to 0.24), but showed a significant positive correlation for normal subjects (ρ = 0.13; 95% CI, 0.03 to 0.15; [Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){ref-type="fig"}B). IS thickness was not significantly correlated with cone spacing expressed as Z-scores in patients (ρ = −0.11; 95% CI, −0.36 to 0.12), but there was a significant, negative correlation among normal subjects (ρ = −0.42; 95% CI, −0.70 to −0.20; [Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){ref-type="fig"}C).

![Relationship between IS thickness, %FV, retinal sensitivity, and cone spacing. IS thickness and (A) % CC FV; (B) retinal sensitivity; (C) cone spacing Z-scores. Normal subjects are shown as black crosses, patients as circles. All graphs show measures using the OCT outer retina-retinal pigment epithelial-CC slab border. Measures within −2° of the border are indicated by green circles; measures from −2° to −1° inside the border are indicated by blue circles; and measures from −1° inside to the border are indicated by orange circles. The gray band shows the area within which cone spacing measures are normal.](i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Multimodal imaging demonstrated several findings that shed light on the mechanism of degeneration in patients with CHM.

What Is the Best Way to Measure the Area of Preserved RPE? {#s4a}
----------------------------------------------------------

The borders of the presumed area of preserved RPE depended on the method used. In our study, the SS-OCT border did not align with the SW-AF border. This is because neither method measured the RPE directly and, therefore, revealed different features of degeneration in eyes with CHM. The results are consistent with other studies that found differences comparing separate RPE imaging methods.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b36] Discrepancy between NIR-AF and SW-AF also has been reported in patients with Stargardt disease, in which the area of atrophy measured from NIR-AF images was greater than when imaged using SW-AF.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b39]

Functional cones were observed beyond the SW-AF border, but not the SS-OCT border ([Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}D, [2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}E). Cone IS and OS were measurable beyond the SW-AF border ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}B). This agrees with a recent report that the ellipsoid zone (quantified by light scattered in OCT images from the junction between IS and OS in intact cones) extended beyond the borders of the preserved region inferred from SW-AF images in CHM patients.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b40] Cone spacing was not correlated with distance from either the SW-AF or SS-OCT borders, indicating cone structure was preserved extending to the edge of atrophy ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}B).

Retinal sensitivity assessed with fundus-guided microperimetry was lower than normal within the preserved region, and it persisted (albeit significantly reduced) beyond the SW-AF and SS-OCT borders ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}C). This was not surprising for the SW-AF border, since cones were visualized outside of it, but was unexpected for measurements outside of the SS-OCT border. It is important to note that the stimulus used to assess retinal function with fundus-guided microperimetry (Goldmann III, 26 arcmin, ∼0.43°) was large with respect to the 1° wide bands that were analyzed in this report. The large stimulus size combined with tracking errors may have caused the stimulus to overlap with functioning photoreceptors occasionally. Fundus-guided microperimetry with high-speed fundus tracking and correction of stimulus delivery using AOSLO can refine the precision of stimulus delivery and provide better insight into the structure and function of photoreceptor cells.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b21] In a recent study of CHM patients using adaptive optics microperimetry, Tuten et al.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b20] found that function was measureable wherever cones were observed in the preserved region (with the exception of cones in outer retinal tubules), and no measureable sensitivity was ever found where cones were not seen. In that study, the border was defined by the visibility of photoreceptors in the AOSLO images.

The cone structures seen extending beyond the SW-AF border suggest cones persist beyond areas with bisretinoid constituents in the OSs and RPE cells. Cone structures beyond the SW-AF border included cone ISs on split detector images, and OSs seen on confocal AOSLO images ([Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}D--E), and retinal sensitivity was measurable, although reduced, extending from +1° to +2° beyond the SW-AF border ([Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}C, [4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}C). The results may indicate that the OSs extending beyond the SW-AF border do not contain bisretinoid constituents, but they may be capable of visual function. Measurable retinal sensitivity extending beyond the SW-AF margin ([Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f02){ref-type="fig"}C, [4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}C) indicates there are OSs and RPE cells in these regions that lack normal SW-AF, although they demonstrate reduced sensitivity compared to regions located within the SW-AF margin.

Whatever the cause, the persisting functional photoreceptors beyond the presumed borders of RPE inferred by SW-AF may affect clinical trials and evaluations of treatments that target preserved retinal structures based on SW-AF images. Photoreceptors may persist and be amenable to therapy in regions beyond the SW-AF border, and could potentially show improved sensitivity in response to treatments, since the ISs and outer nuclear layer persist in some areas.

Relationships Between RPE and CC Perfusion {#s4b}
------------------------------------------

Patients with CHM showed abnormal CC perfusion, measured as flow voids, even within regions of preserved outer retinal and RPE structure ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f04){ref-type="fig"}A). The results suggested that the CC is unhealthy before the RPE and outer retina degenerates. A range of alterations in CC has been reported in CHM patients[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b41],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b42],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b65] and CC perfusion decreases in conjunction with RPE loss measured by SW-AF.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b42] It is possible that cones are more dependent on the CC than the RPE due to the contribution that Muller cells may have on the cone visual cycle, or are less dependent on disc shedding than rods; therefore, requiring less support from the RPE.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b66] In patients with CHM, cone spacing correlated negatively with CC flow void and retinal sensitivity. The negative correlation between cone spacing, sensitivity, and flow void suggests that sensitivity was abnormal in areas of reduced CC perfusion. The negative correlation between cone spacing and retinal sensitivity may indicate that cones that are present show reduced function. This is consistent with prior reports suggesting abnormal photoreceptor function precedes RPE loss,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b01],[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b44] and also with the observation of visible cone IS and OS with reduced sensitivity extending beyond the margin of RPE as measured by SW-AF in our study.

Relationships Between IS and OS Thickness and Other Structure/Function Measures {#s4c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OS thickness was not correlated with CC flow void ([Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}A), retinal sensitivity ([Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}B), or cone spacing ([Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}C) in CHM patients. This differs from prior reports demonstrating a correlation between OS thickness and retinal sensitivity in patients with retinitis pigmentosa,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b67] perhaps because retinitis pigmentosa often is caused by mutations that are expressed primarily in photoreceptors and degeneration occurs first in the OS, then IS, then ONL.[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b68] Unlike retinitis pigmentosa, CHM shows early thinning of RPE cells in regions with normal OS thickness,[@i1552-5783-60-14-4931-b69] and cone spacing was not correlated with distance from the atrophic border in our study, suggesting OS length may be preserved despite reduced retinal sensitivity in patients with CHM. In normal subjects OS thickness, IS thickness and cone spacing were negatively correlated ([Figs. 5](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f05){ref-type="fig"}C, [6](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){ref-type="fig"}C), and IS thickness correlated positively with retinal sensitivity ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-14-4931-f06){ref-type="fig"}B), likely reflecting greater sensitivities near the fovea where ISs are longest and cone spacing is least in normal eyes. Patients did not show a similar correlation perhaps because in some patients with inherited retinal degeneration cones have abnormal function before they degenerate and lose the ISs, indicating that retinal sensitivity may be a more sensitive measure than cone spacing.

Our study is limited by the small number of patients and the cross-sectional nature of the report. Larger numbers of patients may reveal clearer correlations between photoreceptor, RPE, and CC structure and function. To more clearly understand the mechanism of disease progression, patients will need to be monitored with high resolution retinal imaging approaches, such as those described in our study longitudinally over several years.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

The use of multimodal, noninvasive imaging may provide better understanding of the sequence of degeneration in eyes with CHM. Future studies are necessary to examine longitudinal data and degeneration using multimodal techniques, including those used here. While microperimetry can provide a measure of macular sensitivity, AOSLO can visualize photoreceptor morphology. SW-AF as well as SS-OCT can provide information about RPE cells, and SS-OCTA can display CC perfusion. Greater understanding of degeneration and disease progression is crucial to advance the development of novel therapies for this relentless, sight-threatening disease.
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